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About This Game

Update: Basics Video showing gameplay with the fully physics based robot (how to get up when things got wrong, flying)
http://steamcommunity.com/app/459630/discussions/0/360670708783520816/

Language Support:
The important Main Help and Controls Help in the game are in the following languages:

Spanish, Russian, German, English
Only the remaining words in the HUD are not supported by those languages and only in English, but they are simple and not

many.

Energy and Money: Iridium. The race has begun!
Set foot into the Iridium business and retrieve all High Energy Iridium Targets by hiring the one and only company in the
Remote Location Target Recovery (RLTR) business: R.C. Bot Inc. Jump on your Airship and bring the R-Team to distant

islands, where they can do what they can do best: parachute down and get the job done!

Entirely new Gameplay Technique using Nvidia PhysX
R.C. Bot Inc. presents an entirely new gameplay technique that mirrors real life motion. All gameplay input is used to control

Nvidia PhysX interactions such as forces, impulses and joint motors, things that exist in real life, and the entire game is
animation and scripting free. This way of handling gameplay makes sure no game session is like the one before and that the

player can feel like playing with real machines because of the realistic interaction with the environment. To make sure gameplay
is fun, many helper systems are in the game, which are also all physics based, for example gyroscopic stabilized flying,
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automatic carrier and catapult loading. New camera perspectives can be created everywhere with your Drone.

Fight, collect or catch your targets while swinging, flying, driving and shooting around.
The game features 32 islands around 8 landscape themes from high canopy forests to African Redlands to the Space Training

Facilities. Every tree, every branch, every rock, everything will react to your physics based R.C. machines like in real life.

Think ahead!
Your recovery bot comes with a physics-based damage system. Do not fall from high altitude! Life does not get easier with one

leg gone. Watch shadows and day and night: your bot is powered by latest ultrafast solar technology and he likes to drain his
battery with his thrusters, cannon and toys. Upgrade your bot and unlock new islands with the reward money you earn from the
Iridium Targets. Modify your bot with different shapes and materials by calling the customization department to influence his

physics behavior. Remember, you can control all limbs of your bot on their own. Think 3D! Your Bot will also go to Space
where up can be down.

Bonus Content
Ever wanted to get started with game development? The download will include a fully documented and physics based example
Katamari game. See how things are done in Unreal Engine 4 and lay hands on the cable work under the hood! Learn how to do

graphics, menus and gameplay!

About us
We are a small team with rendering, simulation and GTA modding background trying to create a new gameplay concept by

doing a 100% physics based game that is fully unscripted and animation free. Because all of us work in technology day jobs that
are somehow related to gaming, and because we have played and modded so many games since our childhood, we wanted to put

something new on the map of videogames with the PhysX driven gameplay technique. We hope you enjoy it!
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Title: R.C. Bot Inc.
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Blue Budgie Studios
Publisher:
Blue Budgie Studios
Release Date: 29 Jul, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8 or 10

Processor: Intel Core i5 2.5GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 460 or similar

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible soundcard

Additional Notes: Requirements for 60 frames per second in 1920x1080 FullHD, Built for 32-bit or 64-bit systems,
prerequisites included, 5GB harddrive space required, gamepad required

English
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Great, fast arcade game! It's a challenge to master it :). The developer lied about supporting RPG maker MV. Last year when
MV came out thry claimed they would have MV support within 2 weeks. Then they delayed their promise till spring. They
continued to delay the release and claimed it would be supported in the summer. Now they decided to release a new program
witch is exact copy of this one with MV support and ask you to pay 3 times as much for it. The best part is to use all the DLC
you still need this software too. Hence they want you to buy this and their new software.. The bad: I was disappointed that this
isn't really a game. The entire "game" is on rails, and even many of the interactions yield the same dialogue (or at best a small
deviation before returning to the main dialogue), so at best this is the illusion of the game. Honestly writing additional dialogue
would not have strained development and would have been pretty easy to do considering the game, so it comes off as lazy. Sure
you move the character and press a button to examine things and trigger dialogue but you can't deviate from the linear path of
the game. There is also quite a bit of social justice in this game which makes parts feel a little bit like a "educational game" or
propaganda. Certain other parts just feel a bit amateurish, such as forced consequence-less battles and flat characterization.
Don't expect any male characters to have any depth or role in the plot, it's all about the ladies and the male characters are there
for window dressing.

The good: The tone and music of this "game" is spot on. I felt creeped out in a good way by the setting. I was decently engaged
in the plot and figuring out more about the setting. It's a short game you can finish in an evening, and I think the price is fair for
the experience, if you won't be turned off by the bad things I mentioned above. I got it on sale for cheap so I can't complain.

Overall I was let down by this title, as it really isn't a game, isn't interactive as it pretends to be, and has some political messages
I found distracting and annoying. I think Tognotti could really make something good if he focuses on making his games more
interactive and making characters less of caricatures. I would enjoy something longer with actual choices to be made. You
know, like a game might have.. Another aesthetic pack that came with the Croft Edition.

This is the only DLC that comes a pickaxe modification, making it one of the better ones as you'll actually use that upgrade no
matter what - it's the only one!

Still, I refuse to recommend aesthetic packs like this unless they're absolutely incredible.. Not much to do, and the gameplay
with crafting is very slow and grindy. Might be better if you play it without, but I didn't.. A decent game when you manage to
get past the clunky and over complicated lobby. It features a Starcraft feel with very sharp looking maps and decent gameplay.

Good graphics and interesting buildings/units can be created, making it daunting to someone new to the RTS genre. It is very
unforgiving to even veteran players, and I would recommend playing with a friend in custom games to figure out what your
doing, or you will be quickly destroyed.

When you begin the game, you choose a location on one side of the map, depending on where you start and quickly need to
build as a large amount of people love to rush and end the game quickly. When the game tends to last longer, if you happen to
win a decent victory, a lot of people choose to leave early as its just easier to hop into a new game, where you have a fair chance
at winning.

I personally do not like the lobby system and how confusing it is to learn, I am probably just used to WC3/SC's easy to use
matchmaking systems, so take a shot at it, try and learn how to find a game and enjoy yourselfs, its free, so you can't lose by
trying it out.

Personal Rating: 1.5/5. It's a very different game than the other games, didn't played it much, but I think it's really an awesome
game that worth a try!. also it's a great game to kill time, and playing with your friends but only in one device. I wish they add
multiplayer to play with other players around the world!!.. Very rough around the edges right now but seems like a really neat
concept. Looking forward to seeing it develop.. Okay so Syren is really a mess of a game. It has some positives, it is a functional
VR game and has the odd neat idea. But the execution is awful. In fact, it's a mess of good bits and HORRIBLE DESIGN
CHOICES that really just leaves me confused about how it exists. It's weird to see how the same dev team could produce the
highs, and the lows at the same time.

I'm going to release a series of videos playing through (in short form, hopping from greivance to greivance). The first part is
available here which gives some context to the state of the game on release (note: not Early Access, full release!):
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https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8HvYmDKokWI&feature=youtu.be

However, for anyone who is looking for proper criticism right now, here you go:

The mermaids are not scary, their AI is bad, the way they interact with you is awful (if you are being chased and they get within
a certain range the game freezes you, regardless of whether or not you die, or if they are running into a wall for eternity).
I literally fed my face to mermaids a few times because the game had decided they had me, even when they didn't.
I had to restart at least once because the mermaid who caught me was led on the ground dead, unable to get me.

On top of this, the level design is atrocious. There are a few things you can do to feel like McGuyver but they aren't the simplest
answer and most of the time bee-lining through a level is the best thing to do.

The game is short, about 2 hours maybe? It will vary wildly depending on how much luck you have with bugs and how much
credit you give the AI (read: don't, figure it out and the game will become boring and trivial), and doing things the way the
developers wanted you to. On a re-run yes it could be beaten in maybe 30-40 minutes but you'd still need a pinch of luck.

All in all this is a horrible game. It's overpriced. It has some redeeming qualities and I'd forgive it if it came out a year ago and
cost half as much. That would have been a positive experience. Instead it was only enjoyable to uncover the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t design choices and laziness and talk about it for entertainment purposes.

I don't know if they just got lazy part way in or what, but I don't see how they could in good conscience call this game done and
ask as much \u00a3\u00a3\u00a3 as they have for the privilege of playing their buggy, unpolished game.. A very good and well
detailed British engine. Absolutly loved driving it around the Woodhead line.

It does have some complexity to drive, as some of the steeps in Woodhead are hard to climb (over 10 miles long, it becomes
quite challenging, to the point I wasn't able, for some reason, to complete one of the career scenarios on time).

Comes with 5 standart scenarios, and 4 of them come back as career scenarios.
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i think i bought it when it was brand new and in its first alpha stage and it was a little clunky but still a lot of fun and really great.
Over time they added features and made the menus smoother and other things. However, in the last year or so the game has
gone totally upside down in quality. the guns aim and sound like the developers were described how to shoot and what guns
sound like by someone in another room. bullet impacts are now little flashes of light on the ground, on the trees and rocks, and
they sound like someone hitting a drum under a pillow. you make your character and the game now starts with you near a village
with AI armies around, but their map characters have their arms raised in the air, their legs and heads are backwards, and the
marching animation is not at all fluid or nice looking. the city menu options sometimes over lap other buttons and you cant hit
the x to leave, its not a huge thing because you can use your escape key, but still. i expect better since they started with a great
game and concept for whatever reason decided to progressively making it worse and worse.. Exceptionally well done. Excellent
writing, addictive gameplay, and mechanics that are just plain fun. The storyline and plot are very clever, and the graphics,
while not extravagant, have a certain charm to them.

The trailer of the game does a pretty good job of summarizing what you can expect to see and do in the game. A hard-as-nails
stealth-based game, it does a great job of encouraging you to pick yourself back up and try again.. Store page lies. Doesn't
support HTC Vive. If you DO get it working, it looks, runs, and sounds awful. Full of jump-scares, and I've seen the animation
for the titular ARAYA freak out and wiggle around more than once. So it doesn't even work if you get it running.

For those of you saying "You have to go get the Oculus Injector and then..." I know about the injector, and I've had issues with
it in the past. The injector is beside the point: the store page says it runs on the Vive. When it open it I'm literally given the
message that it doesn't work on the Vive.

Says Vive. Doesn't support Vive. Lie.. fun game that teaches about basic computing and programming. A decent add-on for
H&D however if you don't have any PK games, get Black Edition because it is better. You are all incredibly dumb.. Not really
much to say here it is another good Artifex Mundi game. Great art work and familiar puzzles strung together with an
entertaining story. Altogether it provides a decent number of hours of casual fun if you like this kind of game.
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